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ABSTRACT
Tumour resistance to chemo- and radiotherapy often prevents successful cancer
therapy. This has promoted the search for novel agents that target specific molecular
pathways linked to tumour resistance to cancer therapy. Among these novel agents are
inhibitors of the inducible isoform of the cyclooxygenase (COX) enzyme, COX-2, which
is involved in the regulation of angiogenesis, migration and invasion of cells, and the
inhibition of apoptosis. The aim of the project is to study novel selective COX-2
inhibitors to enhance the efficacy of radiotherapy and chemotherapy. COX-2 expression
levels in various cell lines were determined via western blot. HCA-7 cells, a human
colorectal cell line, were found to have a high baseline expression of COX-2, while HCT116 cells, also a human colorectal cell line, were not found to express COX-2. The
metabolic and proliferative activity of HCA-7 and HCT-116 cells were characterized
through cell uptake studies involving 2-deoxy-2-[18F]fluoro-D-glucose ([18F]FDG), and
3’-deoxy-3’-[18F]fluorothymidine ([18F]FLT). The cells were treated with varying
concentrations of selective COX-2 inhibitors in combination with radiotherapy. Inhibitors
included celecoxib, the current “gold standard” for selective COX-2 inhibitors as
radiosensitizers, and a novel pyrimidine-based selective COX-2 inhibitor, pyricoxib.
Toxicity of the compounds was examined through the methylthiazol tetrazolium (MTT)
assay. Occurrence of apoptotic events were measured by labelling cells with annexin VFITC and propidium iodide (PI) followed by flow cytometry. Cells were treated with
GIEMSA stain and β-galactosidase stain to examine cell morphology and level of
senescence. HCA-7 and HCT-116 cells were found to have high metabolic and
proliferative activity based on their [18F]FDG and [18F]FLT cell uptake profile,
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respectively. Pyricoxib was found to be less toxic to cells than celecoxib. Cells were
resistant to radiation-induced cell death at doses up to 20 Gy. Cells treated with selective
COX-2 inhibitors did not exhibit decreased cell metabolic activity indicative of increased
cell death after irradiation compared to non-irradiated cells based on the MTT assay.
Neither compound appeared to produce a significant radiosensitization response based on
apoptotic events, but in fact appeared to produce a radioprotective effect. When examined
by GIEMSA stain in HCA-7 cells, both drugs produced more large cells with less
tumour-like populations when combined with irradiation compared to the control and to
HCT-116 cells. Finally, chemoradiation with coxibs did not result in an increased
number of senescent cells compared to either therapy alone. Only pyricoxib in the COX-2
positive cells produced an enhanced level of senescence, but it was not greater than an
additive effect.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Each year, solid tumors are responsible for millions of deaths worldwide, and this
number is increasing. While recent advances have improved the prognosis for these
patients, it is still imperative to discover novel and more effective methods of treatment.
There is a need for new targets for anticancer treatment, resulting in the development of
novel compounds that target specific molecular pathways linked to tumor resistance to
radiotherapy and cytotoxic agents. Among these novel agents, inhibitors of
cyclooxygenase (COX), the key enzyme involved in the conversion of arachidonic acid
into prostaglandins (PGs), represent a particularly promising class of compounds for
chemoprevention and cancer therapy. COX-2 is over-expressed in a wide variety of
carcinomas, often found in more aggressive malignancies that lead to poor survival.
COX-2 inhibition has also been correlated with tumor radiosensitization in multiple cases
involving both different cell types and selective inhibitors.
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1.1

CYCLOOXYGENASE: THE MOLECULE
There are three known isoforms of the COX enzyme. COX-1 is constitutively

expressed in most tissues, while COX-2 is induced at sites of inflammation, and in
cellular growth and differentiation (127). The second form of COX is induced by
cytokines (TNF-α, IL-1), growth factors (EGF, VEGF, platelet-derived growth factor,
FGF, TGF-β), mitogenic substances (LPS), and oncogenes (src, ras) (115; 114; 86; 159;
58). Although COX-2 is inducible, it has been found to be constitutively expressed at
very low levels in certain areas of the body including the kidneys, brain, tracheal
epithelia, and reproductive tissues (127). COX-3 is a splicing variant of COX-1, and
while its exact function remains to be determined, it may be involved with pain and fever
management (20).
COX-1 and COX-2 are similar in size and structure. At the N-terminus of COX-2,
a hydrophobic signal peptide domain, which is shorter than that of COX-1 by 17 amino
acids, guides the protein into the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) lumen. An EGF-like unit in
charge of forming the COX-2 homodimers is found within the dimerization domain. Both
COX-1 and COX-2 consist of two identical subunits each with two active sites; a
cyclooxygenase and a heme-containing peroxidase site. However, the COX-2 catalytic
site, while vastly similar to that of COX-1, consists of a more exposed substrate cavity
that allows bulkier substrates and selective COX-2 inhibitors to bind. The L-shaped,
hydrophobic cavity extends from the membrane-binding domain to the center of the
enzyme in both cases, where substrate and inhibitor entry is controlled by a protein gate
complex. The upper surface of COX-1 and COX-2 contains the peroxidase activity,
separated from the long, hydrophobic cyclooxygenase active site channel domain by the
2

heme group. At the C-terminus of COX-2 is an instability membrane domain that aids in
the control of the degradation of the protein. Also at the C-terminus is a short sequence of
amino acids that comprises the ER retention signal. COX can be found on the luminal
side of the ER as well as the nuclear membrane, where it is anchored by four short
amphipathic α-helices found in the membrane-binding domain.

Figure 1: Cyclooxygenase molecule structure. May 2001 molecule of the month by David
Goodsell.
Both isoforms of COX undergo post-translational modification including Nglycosylation at multiple asparagine residues as the main alteration, and S-nitrosylation
by nitric oxide and nitric oxide synthase (102). Asp53, Asp130, Asp396, and Asp580,
four of the potential N-glycosylation sites, are found within the COX-2 catalytic domain.
N-glycosylation at Asp53, Asp130, and Asp396 controls the production of a 72 kDa
folded COX-2 in an active conformation, while N-glycosylation at Asp580 varies and
generates a 74 kDa form of the protein (102). While the exact function of Asp580 has yet
3

to be discovered, the catalytic activity of COX-2 increases when Asp580 N-glycosylation
is removed (119). COX-2 S-nitrosylation at cysteine 256 has been found to be brought
about by an interaction between inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) and COX-2,
resulting in an enhancement of the catalytic activity of COX-2 (70).
The genes that encode COX-1 and COX-2 are found on different chromosomes.
The gene for COX-1 is 22 kb long with 11 exons and no TATA box (75). The final
product generated is 2.7 kb in length. The COX-2 gene is 8.3 kb in length containing 10
exons, and the product formed is 4.3-4.5 kb long (77). Furthermore, a TRE (TPAresponse element; 12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate) is present in the first exon of
the COX-2 gene. 17 copies of the Shaw-Kamen sequences, responsible for message
stability, 3 polyadenylation signals, and multiple AREs (AU-rich elements), which cause
the short half-life of COX-2 mRNA due to prompt degradation, are found within the 3’
untranslated region (23). Alternative splicing and single nucleotide polymorphism create
further COX-2 gene variants, with evidence suggesting these variants may be involved in
pathophysiological processes (9).
The COX-2 gene is manipulated by a multitude of signals, including oncogenes
(Ha-ras, v-src, her-2/neu, wnt1) and cytokines (TGF-β1, TGF-α, TNF-α, IFN-γ,
interleukins) that act on transcriptional activation sites and a CCATT/enhancer binding
protein (C/EBP) site found within the 5’ untranslated region to regulate expression of this
immediate early response gene (75). tCREB, Myb, cAMP, NF-IL-6, NF-κB, NFAT,
PEA3, and AP-1 are some of the factors that are able to act on cis-acting elements within
the promoter (75). COX-2 can be upregulated by growth factors and other stimuli that
trigger the ERK and JNK MAPK cellular-signaling pathways through the use of the
4

cAMP response element on COX-2 (130; 157). TNF is able to induce COX-2 production
through the NF-IL-6 and NF-κB sites, while AP-1 acts through the use of the histone
deacetylase activity in the CREB-binding protein/p300 co-activator complex (22; 131).
Wild-type p53, on the other hand, inhibits the transcription of COX-2 through
competitive inhibition with TATA-binding protein for binding to the TATA-box (129).
COX-2 transcription is also inhibited by steroids and anti-inflammatory cytokines,
including IL-4, IL-10, and IL-13 (99).
Studies investigating the relationship between COX-2 and CRC (CRC) give the
impression that the enzyme is of particular importance in promoting this type of
malignancy. For instance, when the APC gene is mutated in a CRC zebrafish model and
human cell lines, COX-2 expression was either directly or indirectly induced (44). One
study showed COX-2 was able to be upregulated by increasing expression of C/EBP-β
and its subsequent binding to the COX-2 promoter, while another study showed the
elevated COX-2 levels induced by the APC mutation were reduced when treated with
retinoic acid, which decreases C/EBP-β production (44).
The c-Myb transcription factor, part of the Myb factors which are broadly expressed
and important in cell growth, is able to bind to its binding site within the COX-2
promoter and initiate COX-2 transcription (129). COX-2 and c-Myb are found in high
amounts at mRNA and protein levels in CRC cells lines, tissue arrays, and adenomas
which suggest c-Myb may induce COX-2 in early stages of CRC (112). Various other
cancer types, including lung and breast cancer, myeloid leukemia, melanoma,
neuroblastoma, and osteogenic sarcoma, have also been found to overexpress c-Myb (24).
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COX-2 is also regulated by post-transcriptional and post-translational
mechanisms induced during disease-related processes, for example carcinogenesis and
inflammation, by controlling transcript stability and protein synthesis and degradation
rates. This is achieved through binding at the Shaw-Kamen motifs in its 3’-UTR by
regulatory proteins, such as IL-1β and HuR, which help control message stability and
translational efficiency once bound. For instance, through the interaction of IL-1β –
induced RNA-binding proteins with sequences found in the COX-2 3’UTR, the half-life
of COX-2 mRNA is increased (27). Furthermore, COX-2 message stability in CRC is
associated with the binding of HuR, an RNA-binding protein, to the Shaw-Kamen
sequences (40).
COX acts by two linked reactions. In the first reaction, phospholipase A2 liberates
arachidonic acid from the plasma membrane, which is then transformed into PGG2, an
unstable intermediate, through the cyclooxygenase activity of COX. COX then converts
PGG2 into PGH2 through the use of the peroxidase activity. Next, PGH2 is metabolized
into biologically active prostanoids by a variety of synthases specific to each prostanoid
(77). Prostanoids include prostaglandins (PGD2, PGE2, PGI2, PGF2α) and thromboxanes
(TXA2, TXB2) which perform an array of biological functions, including gastrointestinal
mucosa protection (PGI2), vasodilation (PGD2, PGE2, PGI2, TXA2), platelet aggregation
(PGE2, PGI2, TXA2), regulation of cell growth and differentiation, renal function,
immunomodulation, as well as mediating pain, fever (PGE2), and inflammation. These
short-lived prostanoids are released from the cells instantly, and exhibit both autocrine
and paracrine activity through binding to high-affinity G-protein-coupled membrane
receptors on the cell surface.
6

Figure 2: Prostanoid synthesis through the activity of COX. Adapted from (54).
The receptors for prostanoids consist of different types and subtypes that bind specific
ligands, but are able to cross-bind other prostanoids. The receptor types are DP receptors
(DP1, DP2) for PGD2, EP receptors (EP1, EP2, EP3, EP4) that bind PGE2, FP receptors for
PGF2α, IP receptors for PGI2, and TP receptors for TxA2 (126; 132). EP2 and EP4 have
been found to mainly intercede downstream in proinflammatory and promalignant signals
elicited by PGE2 by activating adenylate cyclase (126; 132). This triggers an enhanced
concentration of intracellular cAMP that stimulates GSK3 and kinases, including PKA or
PI3K (12). GSK3 activates β-catenin, a protein in a pathway that regulates cell
proliferation (12). EP1 is known to use phospholipase C/inositol triphosphate for
signalling, resulting in the mobilization of calcium within cells (14). EP3, on the other
hand, increases IP3 and calcium, and causes a decrease in intracellular cAMP through the
inhibition of adenylatecyclase (126; 132). Furthermore, some PGs are also able to bind to
receptors in the cell nucleus called peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors (PPARs)
(14). For instance, PGI2 can bind to PPARδ and PPARγ is able to bind PGJ2 (14).
7

1.2

PROSTAGLANDIN E2
The major prostaglandin involved in mediating the COX-2 pro-survival response

is PGE2. Once synthesized, PGE2 is carried out of the cell by PG transporter, and
subsequently binds to an EP receptor, triggering a multitude of signalling pathways
involved in inhibiting cell death. For instance, the binding of PGE2 to its receptor
promotes the transactivation of EGFR, which leads to the stimulation of ERK and PI3K/Akt pro-survival and migratory pathways and the movement of Shc-Grb2-Sos
complex to activate the Ras protein. Once activated, Ras is able to promote the ERK and
PI-3K pathways in addition to the MAPK pathway, leading to adhesion and migration of
malignant cells, as well as angiogenesis (103; 122; 15). Transactivation of EGFR is
caused by the formation of a signalling complex of EP4 receptors with β-arrestin-1 and cSrc when stimulated by PGE2, the latter of which are involved in regulating metastasis
(103). ERK and MAPK pathway signalling stimulates gene expression that gives rise to
Bcl-2 proteins, responsible for deterring apoptosis (11). Triggering the PI-3K, on the
other hand, results in the prevention of apoptosis through inactivation of BAD, a proapoptotic protein that exerts its effects through the inhibition of Bcl-2 in the mitochondria
(148). Activation of the PI-3K/Akt pathway also enhances invasion and migration during
metastasis (148). In addition, PGE2 signaling is able to cross-activate the downstream
components of the EGFR signaling pathway, such as TGFα.
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Figure 3: The role of prostaglandin E2 in cancer. Adapted from (92).
Another role of PGE2 in eliciting the COX-2 pro-survival response is its
enhancement of Wnt signalling in the progression of malignancies. At the end of the Wnt
pathway is the β-catenin/TCF transcriptional complex that triggers the transcription of
numerous genes targeted by Wnt, such as cyclin D1, c-myc, c-jun, VEGF, and PPARδ
(50). Lack of signalling by the Wnt pathway results in the phosphorylation of β-catenin
by GSK-3β, which causes it to stay bound to the cytoplasmic destruction complex which
includes Axin/conductin, GSK-3β, and APC, and creates a signal for its ubiquitindependent degradation by proteasomes (50). When Wnt is present, β-catenin degradation
is inhibited, and is instead localized to the nucleus where it promotes expression of genes
implicated in early neoplasia (10). One study found that PGE2 promotes the expression of
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Wnt target genes, including cyclin D1 and VEGF through increased phosphorylation of
GSK-3β, which prevents β-catenin degradation and allows transcription regulated by βcatenin/TCF to occur (121).
Stimulation of proangiogenic factors including VEGF and bFGF is another way
PGE2 exerts its effects on cells. In endothelial cells, VEGF and bFGF are both able to
upregulate COX-2 and PL-A2 expression, which generates PGE2, giving rise to a positive
feedback loop (128). Furthermore, it has been discovered that PGE2 is able to regulate
angiogenesis through chemokine receptor signalling. The prostaglandin is capable of
promoting expression of CXCR4, a chemokine receptor involved in the assembly of
microvessels in vivo and induced by VEGF and bFGF (118). PGE2 also exerts its
proangiogenic effects through upregulation of the chemokine CXCL1 from in vivo
malignancies as well as through the stimulation of in vitro microvascular endothelial cell
migration and tube formation (149).
PPARs, part of the nuclear receptor family, take part in apoptosis, carcinogenesis,
and immune function, amongst other functions. PPARs are able to regulate transcription
through many different means, with ligand binding to the protein starting the main
mechanism. This binding causes the receptor to undergo a change in conformation that
leads to dissociation of co-repressors, heterodimerization with RXR-α, and recruitment of
co-activators, resulting in activation of target genes with a PPRE direct response element
(46). In a study of CRC, PGE2 was found to be able to activate PPRE by transactivation
of PPARδ through a pathway that utilizes PI-3K/Akt, thereby increasing tumor growth
(150).
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1.3

COX-2 AND CANCER
Besides using PGE2 in the ways mentioned in the previous section, COX-2 is able

to elicit its pro-survival effect on cancer cells through the use of various other
mechanisms. One of these other mechanisms is the increase of cell proliferation and
inhibition of apoptosis in cancer cells. In intestinal epithelial cells, COX-2 is upregulated
when the MEK pathway, a pathway that regulates apoptosis through modulation of Bcl
protein expression and activity, is activated (73). The Bcl proteins acted on by COX-2 to
cause the resistance to apoptosis include increased anti-apoptotic Bcl proteins such as
Bcl-X2 and Bcl-2, phosphorylated Bad, and decreased pro-apoptotic Bcl proteins
including Bak and Bax (73; 142).
COX-2 is also able to promote angiogenesis in tumours. The enzyme has been
found to be expressed in both neoangiogenic and pre-existing vasculature within and
bordering tumours in numerous types of cancer, including colon, breast, and lung (72).
While the complete mechanism by which COX-2 promotes angiogenesis is not known, it
may be due to increased expression of VEGF. One study of Lewis lung tumours found a
significant reduction in VEGF levels in COX-2 knockout mice compared to the wildtype, as well as a decrease in vascular density and VEGF mRNA (154). Another study
was able to find a correlation between COX-2 and VEGF expression and the microvessel
density in colorectal tumours (25).
Cell migration and invasion are other hallmarks of cancer that are linked with
COX-2, in particular through the EGFR pathway. For example, the transactivation of
EGFR gives rise to the promotion of COX-2 in an AP-1-mediated approach (31). In
addition, one study found COX-2 to be responsible for activating matrix MMP-2 and
11

increasing membrane MMP RNA levels in CRC cells, resulting in increased invasiveness
(141). Furthermore, binding sites for NFATs, transcription factors that further breast and
colon cancer cell invasiveness, are found within the COX-2 promoter region, next to the
AP-1 binding sites (161). It was found that NFAT activation leads to increased
expression of COX-2 and PGE2, as well as tumor cell invasion (161).
Through the peroxidase activity of COX-2, the enzyme is capable of generating
DNA mutagens. When PGH2 is isomerized, a mutagen known to cause DNA frame shift
mutations and base-pair substitutions, malondialdehyde, is formed (89). Additionally,
COX-2 involvement with substrates such as aromatic and heterocyclic amines, and
polycyclic hydrocarbon derivatives can lead to production of carcinogens (153).
The involvement of COX-2 in these many pathways makes the enzyme an
enticing target for cancer therapy, including the enhancement of radiotherapy.

Table 1: COX-2 expression in malignant carcinomas (92).
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According to the Canadian Cancer Society, CRC is one of the top 4 newly
diagnosed cancers (around 13,500 new cases of CRC are diagnosed every year in
Canada; the province of Alberta is expected to register about 1,000 new cases of CRCs
per year). COX-2 is overexpressed in a variety of human cancers, including head and
neck, lung, melanoma, and colorectal (92). Cox-2 overexpression is generally associated
with poor clinical prognosis, which includes reduced survival and more aggressive
tumours (92). In addition, COX-2 is overexpressed in more than 80% of CRC cases,
including pre-malignant lesions (43). COX-2 expression in various malignant and premalignant cancers as well as COX-2 involvement in several pro-carcinogenic signalling
cascades provides the basis for medical intervention using COX-2 inhibitors.
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1.4

NSAIDS AND COXIBS
Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) such as aspirin and ibuprofen

are able to inhibit both isoforms of the COX enzyme. When taken regularly, NSAIDs
have been found to reduce colorectal polyp size and occurrence, and decrease the chance
of contracting cancers including colon, bladder, and lung (55; 17). Treatment with
NSAIDs has also been shown to stop the progression of familial adenomatous polyposis
(FAP) by inducing regression and decreasing the quantity of intestinal polyps (147).
However, NSAIDs are known to cause undesirable side effects including gastrointestinal
problems, such as ulcers, and haemorrhagic stroke when taken for continued periods of
time.

Figure 4: Structure of aspirin and ibuprofen; NSAIDs.

In order to alleviate the adverse side effects associated with NSAIDs, selective
COX-2 inhibitors (coxibs) such as celecoxib, SC-236, valdecoxib, and rofecoxib were
developed. Coxibs primarily exert their anti-cancer effects through the inhibition of
COX-2 as well as through COX-2 independent ways, the mechanisms of which are not
yet known.
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Figure 5: Structures of celecoxib, valdecoxib, rofecoxib, and SC-236; coxibs.

Three clinical trials examined the effectiveness of coxibs in patients with CRC;
Adenoma Prevention with celecoxib (AP-C), Prevention Spontaneous Adenomatous
Polyps (PreSAP), and Adenomatous Polyp Prevention on Vioxx (APPROVe), all of
which found coxibs to be very successful (7; 3; 90). Another study found celecoxib to
greatly reduce neovascularisation, metastasis, and tumor growth (6). Unfortunately, the
APPROVe and AP-C trials found coxibs to cause increases in cardiovascular events such
as heart attack and stroke (53). Decreased PGI2 production as a result of the COX-2
inhibition is the main mechanism behind the cardiovascular side effects; however
additional mechanisms are also implicated (1).
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Figure 6: COX-2 downstream effects in relation to cardiovascular events (16).

Recently, it has been discovered that the increased cardiovascular risk associated
with coxibs isn’t an individual drug side effect but is a direct pharmacologic consequence
of the inhibition of COX-2 (Figure 6). When the COX-2 gene was deleted in vascular
endothelial and smooth muscle cells, the synthesis and release of nitric oxide (NO), a
strong vasodilator, was decreased (16). This resulted in reduced vascular relaxation, as
well as a heightened predisposition to hypertension and thrombosis (16). Therefore, the
mechanism of increased cardiovascular risk from COX-2 inhibition is from specifically
blocking COX-2 in blood vessels and not other tissues in the body (16). Furthermore, the
cardiovascular risk is not limited to coxibs, but is in fact linked to all drugs that block
COX-2 in blood vessels, including all NSAIDs (16).
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1.5

RADIATION THERAPY AND ITS BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Radiation therapy is a common cancer treatment used to kill cells through either

directly or indirectly ionizing DNA to cause DNA damage. Direct ionization involved
radiation interacting with the atoms of DNA or another component of a cell that is critical
for its survival or ability to reproduce (Figure 7). Indirect ionization of DNA, on the other
hand, is brought about by the production of free radicals that cause DNA damage. In
some cases, the cell exposed to radiation may be damaged but still retain the ability to
reproduce; however, the daughter cells may lack a critical component and be unable to
survive. Alternatively, the cell affected by radiation may simply become mutated, and
pass along this mutation upon reproducing. However, if the effect on the DNA or ability
to reproduce is significant enough, the cell will die. This provides the basis for radiation
therapy.

Figure 7: Biological effects of direct and indirect radiation on cells (143).
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Radiation therapy can be externally applied (external-beam radiation therapy), or
from a source place inside the body (brachytherapy, systemic radiation therapy) (81). The
dose of radiation given to a patient is in part dependent on the part of the body being
treated; for instance, reproductive tissues and the colon are more sensitive to radiation
than bones (81). A typical radiation therapy plan involves external-beam radiation
therapy in which a patient receives daily small doses every day for several weeks (81).
This is done to minimize damage to normal tissues as well as increase the possibility that
the cancer cells are being exposed to radiation at DNA-damage-sensitive points in the cell
cycle, which will lead to optimal treatment response (81).
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1.6

TUMOUR RADIOSENSITIVITY
Radiosensitivity measures the survival and functionality of tumor cells after

receiving doses of radiation comparable to treatment levels. Radiosensitivity of cells can
be affected by various factors, including the reaction of chemical drug compounds with
an assortment of cell components to bring about an enhanced response to radiation
treatment. One of the means by which drugs are able to produce an improved
radioresponse is through increased DNA damage such as strand breaks, or interference
with DNA repair (145; 5; 41). p53 is an important protein involved in regulating DNA
repair and cell cycle checkpoints, and as such is critical in determining the response
mediated by radiation-damaged cells (57). While WT p53 normally resides in cells in low
levels to limit the effect it has, cells that are exposed to radiation have been found to alter
p53, resulting in its activation and accumulation, (57). While this activation of p53 was
initially thought to result in either cell survival or apoptosis, it has become evident that
senescence is the most common result in cells expressing WT p53 that undergo radiation
therapy (57).
Chemicals are also able to alter the tumor niche, as well as target specific cells
like hypoxic cells to elicit an increased response to radiotherapy (106). Furthermore,
drugs can target growth factors and proteins that carry out cell signalling such as COX-2
(155; 8).
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1.7

COX-2 INHIBITORS AS RADIOSENSITIZERS
Coxibs have been proposed to make cancer cells more sensitive to chemotherapy

and radiotherapy (8; 32). Most radiosensitization studies have used celecoxib, such as a
study by Raju et al. that found the drug to inhibit DNA repair mechanisms (110). In this
study, celecoxib was shown to downregulate the expression of NF-κB and inhibit the
kinase activity of DNA-PK, resulting in radiosensitization of the HN5 cell line due to
impaired DNA strand break repair (110). Another study found celecoxib to slow NFSA
tumour growth in an enhanced manner when combined with radiation (32). Further,
celecoxib was discovered to result in an enhancement factor of 1.43 in A431 tumour
xenografts when combined with radiation (94).
Importantly, success with celecoxib as a tool for radiosensitization has also been
found in a phase I clinical trial in patients with NSCLC. When celecoxib was given
concurrently with radiotherapy, local progression-free survival was 66% at 1 year and
slightly higher than 42% at 2 years (82). Moreover, a phase II clinical trial was conducted
in which 35 patients with rectal cancer were treated with a combination of radiation, 5FU, and celecoxib (35). This study found that the combination was safe and resulted in
better pathological outcomes in patients compared to those that did not receive celecoxib
(35). Interestingly, in vitro and in vivo experiments that were performed beforehand
observed that while no radiosensitizing effect was observed in vitro in either the COX-2
negative (HCT-116) or positive (HCA-7) cell lines, the tumours produced by the COX-2
negative cell line displayed a substantial delay in growth for combination therapy
compared to radiation alone (35). This result was thought to highlight the impact the
tumour microenvironment can have (35).
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Rofecoxib is another coxib used to examine radiosensitization. In a study
examining epithelial cell viability, rofecoxib was discovered to inhibit cell growth and
movement, functions that were further hindered upon combination of treatment with
irradiation (37).
Quite a bit of success has been found with the use of coxib SC-236 as a
radiosensitizing agent. One study using the human glioma cell line U251 observed that
the combination of SC-236 with radiation decreased cell survival in vitro through
enhanced apoptotic death and cell detachment compared to treatment with either radiation
or SC-236 alone (107). It was further found that U251 tumor xenografts exhibited a
substantial decrease in tumour growth in vivo when treated with the combination of
radiation and SC-236; a decrease that was found to be more than the additive effects of
radiation and the compound (107). Similarly, in vivo studies performed with FSA and
NFSA tumours found SC-236 to enhance tumour growth delay and shrinkage when
combined with radiation therapy (73; 93). Another study found SC-236 to induce
radiosensitivity through arresting cells in the G2/M cell cycle phase (111). However,
almost all other data does not support this mechanism (124).
Multiple studies have found coxibs to induce radiosensitivity through COX-2
independent mechanisms, including impaired DNA repair through the inhibition of EGFR
nuclear transport (39). Conversely, more recent studies comparing chemotherapy alone or
in combination with coxibs have not shown the benefits discovered in the initial studies
(2). This is also true for radiosensitization studies on human glioma and prostate cancer
cells, which found radiosensitization to occur after administration of COX-2 inhibitors
regardless of COX-2 level in the cells (100; 76). Rather than being dependent on the level
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of expression of COX-2, the application of the various COX-2 inhibitors prior to
exposure to irradiation was the determining factor in cell death (76).
Further investigation into the effectiveness of coxib combination therapy is
needed, with focus on individual cancer types as well as the level of COX-2 expression in
the tumour. Additionally, examination of the mechanisms behind radiosensitization and
chemoprevention related to coxibs, particularly the COX-2 dependent versus independent
mechanisms, would be highly beneficial.
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1.8

PET IMAGING OF CANCER

A PET (positron emission tomography) scan is a nuclear imaging technique that uses
radiation to produce 3-dimensional, color images of the functional processes within the
human body. The machine detects pairs of gamma rays that are emitted indirectly by a
tracer (positron-emitting radionuclide; for example, carbon-11 or fluorine-18) that is
placed in the body on a biologically active molecule (Figure 8). The images are
reconstructed by computer analysis, and reveals how parts of the patients body function
by the way they break down the radiotracer. A PET image displays different levels of
positrons according to brightness and color. In relation to cancer, PET scans can be used
for diagnosis, as well as to monitor therapy and progression of the disease.

Figure 8: Depiction of how a PET scan works. Courtesy of Jens Langner from the
University of Michigan website.

PET scans are excellent agents for the imaging of cancer because they are
noninvasive and have been found to be more specific and sensitive than CT or MRI
scans. Two radiotracers employed often in the clinic, [18F]FDG (2-deoxy-2-[18F]fluoroD-glucose) and [18F]FLT (3’-deoxy-3’-[18F]fluorothymidine), both use the isotope
fluorine-18, which has a half-life of roughly 110 minutes. FDG is a glucose analogue and
is transported into cells via the same carrier, glucose transporters (GLUT) (Figure 9)
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(125). However, FDG is taken into cells at a much higher rate than glucose, and mainly
uses transporters GLUT-1 and GLUT-3 (125). After entering the cells, FDG is
phosphorylated by hexokinase II, and due to the missing hydroxyl group at position 2’, is
unable to be acted on by glucose-6-phosphate isomerase II (G6-PI II) (125). This results
in the inability of FDG to proceed any further down the glucose metabolic pathway, and
instead it is only able to leave the cell slowly through the action of glucose-6-phosphatase
(125). This is essentially how FDG is trapped in the cell, and is the basis for the data
FDG-PET scans analyze
The data from FDG-trapping in patients is able to provide information on upregulation of glucose metabolism in cancer, depicting where tumours are located in a
patient as well as the size of tumours (45; 125). However, due to high background-levels
of FDG uptake in certain areas of the body, such as the brain, its use is limited to a certain
extent (125). In addition, cells also take up FDG rapidly in inflammatory environments,
which can lead to ineffective diagnoses or monitoring of therapy, in particular with
regards to surgery follow-up (36).
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Figure 9: Mechanism of FDG uptake and trapping in cells for PET imaging (63).
[18F]FLT is an analogue of pyrimidine that gives insight into the activity of
thymidine-kinase-1 during mitosis, specifically the S-phase (113). FLT gains entry into
cells through the action of Na+-dependent active nucleoside transporters (NTs) and, to a
lesser extent, through passive diffusion (Figure 10) (113). Once FLT is inside the cell, it
is phosphorylated by thymidine kinase 1 (TK1) (113). Like FDG, it cannot proceed
further down the pathway due to the missing hydroxyl group but remains trapped in the
cell due to the phosphate group (113). FLT uptake is cell cycle-dependent and is thought
to depict the amount of actively proliferating cells, as TK1 levels increase slightly before
and during S-phase (113). FLT uptake may present a more accurate treatment response in
comparison to FDG as inflammatory cells have only a minor tendency to proliferate upon
entry into a tumour, resulting in the inflammatory response having less of an effect on
FLT uptake (47). However, while it may be a promising tool for examining therapeutic
response, several studies have found it to show lower uptake than FDG in various
tumours, lending doubt to its use as a reliable diagnostic tool (26; 38).
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Figure 10: Mechanism of FLT uptake and trapping in cells for PET imaging (91).
Based on the successes and failures of the above-mentioned radiotracers, our lab
aimed to develop a radiotracer based on the detection of COX-2-increased cell
metabolism. This would not only be a tool that could be used to gain a greater
understanding of the role of COX-2 in cancer, but could also be used for other diseases
including arthritis. Currently, only ex vivo methods are possible for examining COX-2
expression, and these methods are invasive and arduous (139). Some 18F- and 11C-labeled
COX-2 inhibitors have been developed, but the compounds have had many barriers
preventing their success (48; 134;139; 144). One such barrier is high lipophilicity of the
tracers, which resulted in inconsistent results, possibly due to nonspecific binding (48;
134; 139; 144). Stability of the compounds in vivo is also an issue (48; 134; 139; 144).
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The new selective COX-2 tracer developed in our lab has the potential to be used not
only as an imaging agent, but also as a possible therapeutic agent for cancer therapy. This
project deals with using the non-radiolabeled form of the compound as a selective COX-2
inhibitor, and examining its potential for use as a radiosensitizing agent for cancer
therapy.
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1.9

HYPOTHESIS AND OBJECTIVES
The objective of this project was to evaluate a novel selective COX-2 inhibitor as

a potential radiosensitizing agent for cancer therapy. It was hypothesized that through
improved potency and selectivity, the novel selective COX-2 inhibitor would enhance the
efficacy of radiation therapy. The aim of the project was to 1) establish and characterize a
working biological model for assessing the role of COX-2 in CRC and its therapeutic
implications; and 2) to determine the effects on an enhanced efficacy of radiotherapy
through increased apoptotic events induced by the novel COX-2 inhibitor.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1

General
All experiments were performed with cell lines HCA-7 (human colon

adenocarcinoma; colony 29, ECACC 2091238) and HCT-116 (human CRC; ATCC CCL247). HCA-7 cells express both mutant and WT p53 and it is believed the mutant form is
dominant, while HCT-116 cells express only p53 WT. Cells were routinely cultivated in
Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium: Nutrient Mixture F-12 (DMEM/F-12, in house)
medium, supplemented with 10 % (v/v) heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS, Gibco
12483), penicillin-streptomycin (1 %; Gibco 15140), 2-[4-(2-hydroxyethyl) piperazin-1yl] ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES, 10mM; Gibco 15630), and L-glutamine (2 mM; Gibco
25030) at 37 ºC and 5 % CO2 in a humidified incubator.
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2.2

Statistics
All data was compiled as mean ± SEM. The data from the cellular uptake and
blocking studies was examined by the unpaired Student’s t-test using GraphPad
PRISM software. The data from the MTT radiosensitization experiments, flow
cytometry, and β-galactosidase staining was examined by two-way ANOVA
using GraphPad PRISM software.
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2.3

Compounds
N-(4-Fluorobenzyl)-4-[4-(methylsulfonyl)phenyl]-6-(trifluoromethyl)pyrimidin-2-

amine (Pyricoxib) was synthesized in house according to the procedure published by
Tietz et al. (140).
Celecoxib was obtained from LC Laboratories (Catalogue #C-1502).

Figure 11: Structures and IC50 values of celecoxib and pyricoxib.
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2.4

Western Blot
For the in vitro Western Blot against COX-2, 50 µg of protein for each sample

was heated at 95 ºC for 10 minutes and then loaded and run at 120V for 1 hour on IDGel
(IR121s). Transfer from the SDS-PAGE to PVDF (Polyvinylidene fluoride) membrane
was done at 4 ºC overnight at 35V. The membrane was then washed in PBS once for 5
minutes before blocking in 5 % skim milk + 0.1 % Tween-20 + PBS for 1 hour at room
temperature (RT). The membrane was then washed once with PBST (PBS+0.1 %Tween20) for 5 minutes, followed by incubation with the COX-2 primary antibody (1:500;
Santa Cruz sc-70879 mouse monoclonal) and β-actin primary antibody (1:1000; Sigma
A5060 rabbit monoclonal) for 1 hour at RT. Two more washes with PBST for 5 minutes
each were done, followed by incubation of the membrane with the COX-2 secondary
antibody (1:1500; Santa Cruz sc-2005 goat anti mouse) and β-actin secondary antibody
(1:10000; Sigma A0545 goat anti rabbit) for 1 hour at RT. The membrane was washed
with PBST 3 times for 5 minutes each, followed by one wash with PBS for 5 minutes.
The membrane was then incubated with a 1:1 mixture of substrates from Pierce ECL
Western Blotting Substrate (Thermo Scientific 32209) for 1 minute before gently rinsing
with water and then developed.
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2.5

Cellular Uptake Studies
For the uptake studies, cells were seeded in 12-well plates at a density of 400,000

cells/mL and grown to 90-95 % confluence. The cell tracer uptake experiments using
compounds 2-deoxy-2-[18F]fluoro-D-glucose ([18F]FDG), 3’-deoxy-3’[18F]fluorothymidine ([18F]FLT), and [18F]Pyricoxib (300 KBq/mL; specific activity: >40
GBq/µmol) were performed in triplicate. [18F]FDG and [18F]FLT uptake studies were
done in Krebs buffer and Krebs buffer + 5 mM Glucose at 37 ºC for 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, 90,
and 120 min. [18F]Pyricoxib uptake studies were done in Krebs buffer at 4 and 37 ºC for
5, 10, 15, 30, 60, 90 and 120 min. All uptake studies began with a 1 hour preincubation
with KREBS buffer. For blocking studies for [18F]Pyricoxib, the cells were preincubated
with 10 µM and 100 µM of either non-radiolabeled pyricoxib, celecoxib, rofecoxib, or
SC58125 for 30 min before the radiotracer was added. All blocking data was obtained 60
min after addition of the radiotracer. The tracer uptake was stopped with 1 mL ice-cold
PBS, the cells were washed two times with PBS and lysed in 0.4 mL
Radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) buffer. The radioactivity in the cell extracts was
measured with a PerkinElmer WIZARD2 Automatic gamma counter. Uptake data for all
experiments are expressed as percent of injected dose per l mg protein (%ID/mg protein).
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2.6

Bicinchoninic Acid (BCA) Assay
Protein was quantified from the cellular uptake studies by adding 300 µL CelLytic

M Cell Lysis Reagent (Sigma C2978) per well (2 wells per compound or treatment
tested) and then leaving the plate on the shaker for 10 minutes. The contents of each well
were then put in separate Eppendorf tubes and centrifuged (4 ºC at 10,000 rpm for 8
minutes). The samples were left in -20 ºC until use.
The BCA assay was performed by loading 25 µL of each standard (800, 600, 400,
300, 200, 100, 50 µg/mL, blank) and sample into individual wells of a 96 well plate. A
mix of 1:50 of B:A BCA reagents was made, and 200 µL of the mixture was added to
each well. The plate was then incubated for 25 minutes in a 37 ºC and 5% CO2 incubator
before reading the plate at 562 nm.
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2.7

Methyl Thiazol Tetrazolium (MTT) Assay
To begin the MTT assay, cells were seeded in 96-well plates in 200 µL of culture

medium. After adding cells to wells, the plate was put on a shaker for 10-15 minutes to
ensure cells were evenly distributed within the wells, not clumped along the edges. The
plates were then incubated in 37°C for 48 hours. Next, the drugs of interest were added to
each well (8 wells per drug) and placed on a shaker for 5 minutes to mix the drugs well,
followed by incubation for 24 hours. For the toxicity assay, concentrations of 1000, 300,
100, 30, 10, 3, and 1 µM of both celecoxib and pyricoxib were used. For the radiation
sensitivity assay, concentrations of 30 and 75 µM of both celecoxib and pyricoxib were
used. For the radiation sensitivity assay, drugs were removed from wells and 200 µL of
fresh culture medium per well was added immediately before irradiation to 5, 10, 15, or
20 Gy. 72 hours after irradiation, media was aspirated from wells and washed 2 times
with PBS to remove loosely attached and dead cells. 100 µL/well of media and 10 µL of
MTT reagent were added directly to the medium of each well and mixed gently for 1
minute on a shaker, followed by incubation for 4 hours at 37°C. 100 µL of Solubilization
Buffer was then added to each well, and the plates were foil wrapped and placed on the
shaker for 30 minutes. The absorbance in each well was then measured at 570 nm and
690 nm (for background absorbance) using a microplate reader.
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2.8

Flow cytometry
To begin the flow cytometry assay for analysis of apoptotic cells, cells were

seeded in 6-well plates in 2 mL of culture medium. After adding cells to wells, the plate
was put on a shaker for 10-15 minutes to ensure even distribution of cells within the
wells. The plates were then incubated in 37°C for 48 hours. Next, the drugs of interest
(concentrations of 30 and 75 µM of both celecoxib and pyricoxib) were added to each
well (2 wells per drug) and placed on a shaker for 5 minutes to mix the drugs well,
followed by incubation for 24 hours. The drugs were then removed from wells and 2 mL
of fresh culture medium per well was added before irradiation to 5, 10, 15, or 20 Gy. 72
hours after irradiation, 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA was warmed to 37°C in a water bath. Old
media was collected and put in a centrifugation tube to ensure that detached/floater cells
were included. 0.3 mL 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA was added to detach the cells, and the
plates were then placed in a 37°C incubator for 2 minutes. 3 mL Ca2+- and Mg2+- free
PBS (10X the amount of trypsin added) was added to the trypsin and cells.
The cells were transferred to sterile centrifuge tubes (the same ones containing old
medium with detached/floater cells), and spun down (1300 rpm for 4 minutes), followed
by removal of the supernatant. Cells were resuspended in 2 mL of PBS, spun down again,
and PBS was removed. Cells were then suspended in 1-5 mL 1X Binding Buffer, and cell
counts were performed. Cells were then spun down once more, and the Binding Buffer
was removed. Cells were resuspended in 1X Binding Buffer at 106 cells/mL. 100 µL of
cell solution was transferred to a 5 mL flow tube for each treatment, followed by the
addition of 3 µL FITC-Annexin V and 3 µL PI (propidium iodide) to each flow tube.
Cells were vortexed and incubated for 15 minutes at RT in the dark. 400 µL of 1X
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Binding Buffer was then added to each tube and the cells were analyzed by flow
cytometry within 1 hour.
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2.9

Microscopy
For the staining experiments, cells were seeded in 6-well plates in 2 mL of culture

medium. After adding cells to wells, the plate was put on a shaker for 10-15 minutes to
ensure even distribution of cells within the wells. The plates were then incubated in 37 °C
for 48 hours. Next, the drugs of interest (concentrations of 30 and 75 µM of both
celecoxib and pyricoxib) were added to each well (2 wells per drug) and placed on a
shaker for 5 minutes to mix the drugs well, followed by incubation for 24 hours. The
drugs were then removed from wells and 2 mL of fresh culture medium per well was
added before irradiation to 5 or 10 Gy.
For the GIEMSA staining experiment, 72 hours after irradiation the media was
removed from the wells and the wells were washed once with PBS and once with a 1:1
mixture of PBS:methanol, followed by the addition of 1 mL methanol per well to fix the
cells. Cells were then stored in the -20 °C freezer until use. The methanol was removed
from each well and the plates were left to dry for 10 minutes before adding the stain (1:20
dilution of the stain with deionized water). The stain was left on the cells for 5 minutes
and then removed, the cells were rinsed briefly with deionized water to remove excess
stain, and left for 10 minutes to dry once more. Images were then taken at 10X
magnification using Motic software.
For the β-galactosidase experiment, the Sigma Senescence Cells Histochemical
Staining Kit (Catalog # CS0030) was used. 72 hours after irradiation, cells were washed
with 1 mL of PBS per well followed by fixation with 1.5 mL per well of 1x Fixation
Buffer for 6 minutes. Cells were then rinsed twice with 1 mL of PBS per well, and 1 mL
per well of the Staining Mixture was then added. The cells were incubated at 37 °C
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without CO2 for 12 hours. The Staining Mixture was then removed and 1 mL of PBS per
well was added. Images were taken at 10X magnification using Andor software.
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3. RESULTS
3.1

Western Blot
In order to properly characterize the cell lines used, a Western Blot was performed

in order to evaluate the COX-2 expression levels in both the COX-2 positive (HCA-7)
and COX-2 negative (HCT-116) cell lines. As shown in Figure 12, HCA-7 cells showed
high expression levels of COX-2, while HCT-116 cells exhibited no expression of the
enzyme.

Figure 12: Evaluation of COX-2 levels in CRC cell lines. After SDS-PAGE, Western
Blotting was used for detection of COX-2 in HCT-116 and HCA-7 cell lines. β-actin was
used as loading controls.
This process was repeated several times, at various passage numbers, in order to
determine whether COX-2 expression levels were constant. Both cell lines were found to
maintain consistent COX-2 expression or lack thereof after numerous passages.
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3.2

Cellular Uptake Studies
Cellular uptake studies were performed with [18F]FDG, [18F]FLT, and

[18F]pyricoxib in order to determine the metabolic, proliferative, and COX-2 activity of
each cell line, respectively.
As shown in Figures 13 and 14, the two cell lines had similar metabolic activity
based on [18F]FDG uptake. Furthermore, [18F]FDG uptake was shown to be blocked,
reducing the uptake of the tracer to nearly zero, when cells were treated with 5 mM
glucose along with the tracer. This complete blocking effect demonstrated that the
correct uptake mechanism in both cell lines was intact.
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Figure 13: Uptake of [18F]FDG in HCA-7 cells at 37 °C in Krebs buffer or Krebs + 5 mM
Glucose (n=3). Data as mean ± SEM.
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Figure 14: Uptake of [18F]FDG in HCT-116 cells at 37 °C	
  in Krebs buffer or Krebs + 5
mM Glucose (n=3). Data as mean ± SEM.
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The cell lines were then found to demonstrate similar [18F]FLT uptake profiles, as
shown in Figures 15 and 16. Uptake increased over time, leveling out with slight
fluctuations at 60 minutes elapsed time. As expected, uptake was not hindered by the
addition of 5 mM glucose, validating the mechanism through which the tracer was taken
up.
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Figure 15: Uptake of [18F]FLT in HCA-7 cells at 37 °C	
  in Krebs buffer or Krebs + 5 mM
Glucose (n=3). Data as mean ± SEM.
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Figure 16: Uptake of [18F]FLT in HCT-116 cells at 37 °C	
  in Krebs buffer or Krebs + 5
mM Glucose (n=2). Data as mean ± SEM.
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As shown in Figure 17, [18F]pyricoxib was taken up into COX-2 positive cells,
reached maximum levels at 30 minutes, and remained in the cells at a constant level until
the end of the assay. Furthermore, this action was not hindered in an ATP-dependent
manner, but is in fact an ATP-independent uptake mechanism, based on the similar
uptake of the tracer at 4 °C.
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Figure 17: Uptake of [18F]pyricoxib in HCA-7 cells at 37 °C	
  and 4 °C	
  (n=3). Data as mean
± SEM.
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Additionally, the COX-2 positive cells showed a significantly higher level of
uptake of [18F]pyricoxib compared to COX-2 negative cells (Figure 18). This allowed us
to conclude that the uptake of [18F]pyricoxib was at least partially due to the tracer
interacting with COX-2. We surmise that the compound is kinetically trapped in the
active site, due to the path through the ER membrane and long channel the compound
must travel through to bind to the active site. This kinetic trapping is thought to result in
the constant high uptake level seen at the later time points of the uptake study.

Figure 18: Uptake of [18F]pyricoxib in HCA-7 and HCT-116 cells at 37 °C (n=3). Data as
mean ± SEM.
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After performing a series of blocking studies, we found that there seemed to be a
concentration-dependent blocking effect on the tracer (Figure 19). Uptake of the tracer
could be significantly reduced by up to 70% by preincubation of the cells with 100 µM
celecoxib compared to the 10 µM dose of the drug. All other compounds produced a
similar trend; however, not one that was statistically significant.

Figure 19: Uptake of [18F]pyricoxib in HCA-7 cells pre-incubated with 10 and 100 µM
COX-2 inhibitors: celecoxib, SC58125, rofecoxib, pyricoxib (n=3). Data as mean ± SEM.
Furthermore, although high doses of each compound were used to block the
tracer, uptake could not be reduced to zero. This suggests that while the uptake of
[18F]pyricoxib is at least in part due to COX-2, some of the uptake is likely due to nonspecific and off-target binding.
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3.3

Methyl Thiazol Tetrazolium (MTT) Assay
The first set of MTT assays was done in order to determine the cytotoxicity

profiles of each compound, celecoxib and pyricoxib, on both cell lines (Figures 20 and
21). The compounds were found to have similar cytotoxicity profiles; both followed a
similar curve, and the drop in the curve occurred at similar concentrations. However,
after a certain concentration, celecoxib produced zero proliferative and metabolically
active cells in both cell lines while the curve produced by pyricoxib leveled out at
approximately 50% proliferative and metabolically active cells in COX-2 positive cells
and did not reduce to zero in COX-2 negative cells. It was observed that at doses
exceeding 100 µM, the compounds formed a precipitate. This difference in outcome at
the highest concentration of compound tested could be due to precipitation of the
compound.
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Figure 20: HCA-7 absorbance as percent control 72 h after treatment with 24 h celecoxib
or pyricoxib (1, 3, 10, 30, 100, 300, 1000 µM each) (n=3). Data as mean ± SEM.
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Figure 21: HCT-116 absorbance as percent control 72 h after treatment with 24 h
celecoxib or pyricoxib (1, 3, 10, 30, 100, 300, 1000 µM each) (n=3). Data as mean ±
SEM.
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The curves were also used in order to determine the optimal two concentrations of
the drugs to carry forward in subsequent assays. The ideal concentrations would not be so
cytotoxic as to outright kill the cells or leave none able to proliferate and metabolize, nor
so low that no response would be evident, but would be at a high enough concentration to
elicit a response that could be enhanced. Based on this reasoning and their placement on
the curves in Figures 20 and 21, the concentrations of 30 and 75 µM (indictated by red
arrows) were chosen for both drugs.
The second set of MTT assays was performed in order to produce preliminary
radiosensitization results of the two concentrations of each compound at various radiation
doses. The data set for each drug dose was compared back to the control treatments at
each radiation dose in order to produce the curves for Figures 22 and 23. If a significant
difference between the control and treated cells had been produced, the curves in Figures
22 and 23 would have negative slopes, indicative of an enhanced response in the treated
cells, which could possibly be due to radiosensitization. However, there was no
significant difference between the control and treated cells, in either cell line, with
regards to relative cell proliferation and metabolism as indicated by the MTT assay. This
led us to conclude that based on the MTT assay, at the conditions examined, a
radiosensitizing effect was not evident.
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Figure 22: HCA-7 absorbance as percent control 72 h after treatment with 30 and 75 µM
celecoxib and pyricoxib for 24 h, followed by irradiation to 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 Gy (n=3).
Data as mean ± SEM.
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Figure 23: HCT-116 absorbance as percent control 72 h after treatment with 30 and 75
µM celecoxib and pyricoxib for 24 h, followed by irradiation to 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 Gy
(n=3). Data as mean ± SEM.
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3.4

Flow cytometry
Flow cytometry with annexin V-FITC and PI was then carried out in order to

determine whether treatment with the drugs in combination with radiation produced an
enhanced cell-killing effect through increased apoptotic events. Both cell lines were
resistant to radiation-induced apoptosis. The COX-2 positive cell line, HCA-7, was found
to have 50% of cells undergo apoptosis at extremely high radiation doses of up to 20 Gy.
HCT-116 cells, the COX-2 negative cell line, were just as resistant to radiation, with only
approximately 25% of cells undergoing apoptosis when irradiated with 20 Gy.
It was observed that in the HCA-7 cells, treatment with pyricoxib produced more
apoptotic cells than the DMSO control without irradiation. However, this effect was not
amplified once the cells were irradiated; rather, it appears that application of the drug at
increasing radiation doses produced a radioprotective effect (Figure 24). Neither
concentration of celecoxib, on the other hand, resulted in enhanced levels of apoptosis
compared to the control without radiation. Similar to pyricoxib, when the COX-2 positive
cells were treated with celecoxib at increasing radiation doses, a radioprotective effect
was observed.
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Figure 24: HCA-7 percent apoptotic cells 72 h after treatment with 30 and 75 µM
celecoxib and pyricoxib for 24 h alone, or followed by irradiation to 5, 10, or 20 Gy
(n=3). Data as mean ± SEM.
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Conversely, in the COX-2 negative cell line, while neither compound appeared to
produce a significant radiosensitization response based on apoptotic events,
the radioprotective effect of the drugs seen in the HCA-7 cells was not evident (Figure
25). In addition, pyricoxib was not found to result in more apoptotic cells than the control
cells in the absence of radiation. This suggests that pyricoxib by itself is able to stimulate
cell death at least in part through the induction of apoptosis in a COX-2 dependent
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Figure 25: HCT-116 percent apoptotic cells 72 h after treatment with 30 and 75 µM
celecoxib and pyricoxib for 24 h alone, or followed by irradiation to 5, 10, or 20 Gy
(n=3). Data as mean ± SEM.
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3.5

Microscopy
In order to provide some insight into the seemingly radioprotective effect and lack

of radiosensitizing response of the compounds, a series of imaging experiments were
performed; GIEMSA staining in order to visualize cell morphology differences between
treatments, and β-galactosidase staining to provide information on whether the
unexpected response was due to cells escaping apoptosis through senescence.
GIEMSA staining
In the HCA-7 cell line, as the radiation dose was increased, regardless of
treatment conditions, the cells became enlarged and produced smaller tumour-like
populations (Figure 26). However, both drugs were found to produce more large cells
with less tumour-like populations when combined with irradiation compared to the
control. This effect was most notable at the higher of the two doses for each drug (see
Appendices for all images taken).
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Figure 26: GIEMSA staining of HCA-7 cells 72 h after treatment with 75 µM celecoxib
and pyricoxib for 24 h alone, or followed by irradiation to 5 or 10 Gy. Images taken at
10X magnification.
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Similar to the COX-2 positive cell line, the HCT-116 cell line produced more
large cells with increasing doses of radiation, regardless of the treatment conditions
(Figure 27). However, unlike the HCA-7 cells, the effect was not enhanced when
irradiation was combined with application of the compounds.

Figure 27: GIEMSA staining of HCT-116 cells 72 h after treatment with 75 µM
celecoxib and pyricoxib for 24 h alone, or followed by irradiation to 5 or 10 Gy. Images
taken at 10X magnification.
These results suggest that both celecoxib and pyricoxib, through the inhibition of
COX-2, are able to alter the morphology of cells. As large cells are often indicative of
cells undergoing senescence, we next sought to provide preliminary information on
whether senescence was in fact the process that was occurring.
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β -galactosidase staining
Both cell lines were found to produce an increasing number of senescent cells at
increasing radiation doses, regardless of treatment conditions (Figures 28-31). The HCT116 cells produced relatively low levels of senescence in the absence of radiation
compared to the HCA-7 cells; the HCT-116 cells ranged from 3-6% senescent while the
HCA-7 cells ranged from 15-40% senescent (Figures 27-30). However, the cell lines
produced similar percentages of senescent cells at the highest radiation dose of 10 Gy; the
COX-2 positive cells ranged from approximately 48-63%, while the COX-2 negative
cells ranged from 39-60% (Figures 28-31).
In the COX-2 positive cells, pyricoxib 30 µM consistently produced the most
senescent cells; however, this increase in senescence was not greater than what would be
expected from an additive effect. In the absence of radiation with regards to the HCA-7
cells, treatment with celecoxib at both concentrations resulted in more cells that stained
positively for β-galactosidase than in the control and pyricoxib. Interestingly, when
celecoxib was combined with radiation, the resulting levels of senescent HCA-7 cells
were more comparable to those in the other treatments, even dropping below the levels
found in the pyricoxib-treated cells.
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Figure 28: β-galactosidase staining of HCA-7 cells 72 h after treatment with 75 µM
celecoxib and pyricoxib for 24 h alone, or followed by irradiation to 5 or 10 Gy. Images
taken at 10X magnification.
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Figure 29: Percent senescent cells as determined by β-galactosidase staining of HCA-7
cells 72 h after treatment with 30 and 75 µM celecoxib and pyricoxib for 24 h alone, or
followed by irradiation to 5 or 10 Gy. Data as mean ± SEM.
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The amount of senescence in the COX-2 negative cells did not vary among
treatment groups at each radiation dose. Rather, the most significant effect on senescence
was observed to be due to increasing the radiation dose. This increase in senescence
based on radiation dose was much more evident in the COX-2 negative cell line than in
the COX-2 positive cell line, which demonstrated the similar trend of increasing
senescence at increasing radiation doses but did so in a much less dramatic fashion.

Figure 30: β-galactosidase staining of HCT-116 cells 72 h after treatment with 75 µM
celecoxib and pyricoxib for 24 h alone, or followed by irradiation to 5 or 10 Gy. Images
taken at 10X magnification.
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Figure 31: Percent senescent cells as determined by β-galactosidase staining of HCT-116
cells 72 h after treatment with 30 and 75 µM celecoxib and pyricoxib for 24 h alone, or
followed by irradiation to 5 or 10 Gy. Data as mean ± SEM.

Based on these results, we concluded that applying increasing doses of radiation
to cells, regardless of the COX-2 status, results in increasing levels of senescence.
Further, as celecoxib produced higher levels of senescent cells compared to the nonirradiated control in the HCA-7 cell line but not the HCT-116 cell line, we concluded
celecoxib may be able to induce senescence through the inhibition of COX-2.
Additionally, at the maximum radiation dose examined, while pyricoxib was not able to
enhance levels of senescence any more than might be expected from an additive effect in
the HCA-7 cells, the levels were not increased at all compared to the control in the HCT116 cells. This led us to conclude that like celecoxib, through the inhibition of COX-2, it
could be possible for pyricoxib to induce cell senescence.
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4. DISCUSSION
4.1

PARADIGM SHIFT OF RADIOSENSITIZATION STUDIES - IMPACT OF

BIOLOGICAL MODEL?
There is a problem with one of the most commonly used biological models for
CRC. There is an abundance of literature that suggests COX-2 plays a role in CRC, and
that the selective inhibition of COX-2 produces a radiosensitizing effect (61; 120; 33;
151; 165). However, many of these studies used HT-29 cells, which express COX-2 in
varying levels (61; 120; 33; 151; 165). Our study initially used HT-29 cells, and found
the expression of COX-2 to be inconsistent. We found the varying levels of COX-2 to
produce inconsistent experimental results, and therefore discontinued use with the cell
line. Furthermore, the form of COX-2 expressed by HT-29 cells has been found to be
catalytically inactive (59). These studies, while successful in inducing radiosensitivity in
vitro were generally not as successful in vivo, which may be due to the difference in
levels of active COX-2 in vitro versus in vivo.
In addition to the HT-29 cell line, our study initially performed experiments with
the Ward Colon Tumour (WCT) cell line, a COX-2 positive rat colorectal cell line, and
HCT-15, a COX-2 negative human colorectal cell line. We found these cell lines to also
be inappropriate models as after being in culture for a short period of time, the WCT cells
stopped expressing COX-2 and the HCT-15 cells began to express COX-2. This
unreliable expression or lack-of with regards to COX-2 led us to stop experiments with
these cell lines, and finally led us to the cell lines discussed in this thesis, HCA-7 and
HCT-116.
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More recently, unlike the initial studies, radiosensitization in in vitro and in vivo
CRC studies has not been achieved through the inhibition of COX-2 (34; 35). These
newer studies, however, used different CRC cell lines, including the COX-2 positive cell
line used in this project; HCA-7. This leads to the question of how large a role the
biological model plays in the success of studies examining radiosensitivity of cancer
cells, and highlights the importance of finding and characterizing an appropriate model
for study. Based on this, it was important for this study to characterize the cell lines to
ensure their suitability for the project. In addition, any findings from this study should be
applicable only to CRC, as the same study done in another cancer type and model may
produce different results, as demonstrated in the literature.
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4.2

COXIB OFF-TARGET EFFECTS
To add to the problems with the current biological model associated with the

evaluation of COX-2 in CRC, there is a problem with the selectivity of the compounds
currently being used in these evaluations. While NSAIDs and coxibs are able to
successfully target COX-2, each independent drug also seems to have individual offtarget effects apart from COX-2. These off-target effects can be grouped into 3 main
categories; cell cycle progression, angiogenesis and metastasis, and apoptosis.
Celecoxib has been found to affect the cell cycle through activating p53;
increasing expression of p21waf1 and p27kip1; inducing G1-phase arrest followed by
reduced expression of cyclins A, B, and D; the inhibition of PKB and PDK-1; through the
loss of CDK activity; and by increasing ceramide levels and inhibiting ODC (66; 52; 67;
88; 96; 4; 79; 84; 101). These effects are off-target as the concentration of celecoxib
needed in order to inhibit COX-2 activity is significantly lower than that required to
inhibit the cell cycle (51). Furthermore, these activities were unable to be reversed by the
addition of PGE2, and more selective COX-2 inhibitors such as rofecoxib did not
produce the same effects (56).
Celecoxib has also been found to prevent the activation of Egr-1, a transcription
factor involved in the transcriptional regulation of FGF and other cytokines and receptors
implicated in angiogenesis and tumour growth (138; 69). Celecoxib has also been found
to inhibit matrix metalloprotease 9 and decrease the release of matrix metalloproteases 13 (105; 19). Rofecoxib, on the other hand, was found to result in the decreased expression
of COX-2, PGE2, cyclin D1, matrix metalloprotease 2 and 9, interleukin 10, and β -
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catenin; and enhanced expression of interleukin 12; all of which are linked with growth
inhibition and prevention of metastasis (160).
As mentioned above, celecoxib has been found to produce its pro-carcinogenic
effect at least in part through the induction of apoptosis. This can be done through either
the intrinsic pathway, through the release of cytochrome c from the mitochondria, or
through the extrinsic pathway, which involves the activation of death receptors (49; 83).
The activation of several caspases is required in both pathways in order to cleave certain
proteins and activate DNases that ultimately lead to DNA fragmentation (29). The
decrease of antiapoptotic proteins, including Bcl-xL, survivin, Bcl-2, and Mcl-1; increase
in expression of proapoptotic proteins such as Bad; release of cytochrome c and the
subsequent activation of Apaf-1 and caspases 3, 8, and 9 after cells are treated with
celecoxib are all evidence that celecoxib activates the intrinsic apoptotic pathway (64; 85;
95; 96; 156; 18; 30; 68). With regards to the extrinsic apoptotic pathway, the effect of
celecoxib is much less clear. Some studies have found celecoxib to activate the pathway
through increased DR5 expression or activation of the FAS-FADD pathway; however
these results varied based on the cell line being examined (71; 87; 109). It is of note that
while rofecoxib has been found to induce apoptosis, the mechanisms behind this effect
are so far undetermined (74; 108; 135; 146). Furthermore, celecoxib has been found to
inhibit PKB, which results in the promotion of apoptosis through the reduction of PKBrelated antiapoptotic mechanisms including the inactivation of BAD, phosphorylation of
procaspase 9 to prevent its activation (4; 84; 78; 169; 60; 164). On the other hand,
rofecoxib does not inhibit PKB to the same extent as celecoxib, and as a result PKB has
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not been found to be a part of the mechanism through which rofecoxib induces apoptosis
(78; 104; 164).
Another celecoxib-specific effect on apoptosis is via the inhibition of ER Ca2+
ATPase activity, resulting in high intracellular Ca2+ concentration due to the prevention
of cytosolic Ca2+ reuptake (65). The Ca2+ concentration change affects a variety of
mechanisms involved in apoptosis including caspases, proteases, and endonucleases that
are sensitive to Ca2+, as well as the opening of mitochondrial permeability transition
pores responsible for the release of cytochrome c (65). Celecoxib has additionally been
found to modify NF-κB binding activity and activation, resulting in apoptosis and the
reduction of NF-κB-regulated gene expression, respectively (96; 71; 123; 98). While
rofecoxib has also been found to inhibit NF-κB binding activity, it is not yet known
whether this contributes to its anticarcinogenic effect (97).
Celecoxib and valdecoxib have also been found to inhibit both cytosolic (I, II) and
membrane bound (IV, IX) carbonic anhydrases (152). These enzymes catalyze carbon
dioxide hydration, and their increased expression levels are thought to be involved in
acidification of hypoxic tumours, cell-cell adhesion, tumour growth and development,
and cell proliferation (42; 162; 62; 80). Tumours with increased carbonic anhydrase
levels have been found to be more aggressive and result in poorer patient prognosis
compared to those without enhanced expression (42). Rofecoxib, however, does not
inhibit carbonic anhydrase activity as it contains a methyl sulfone group rather than a
sulphonamide group, as found in celecoxib, preventing it from binding to the catalytic
zinc of the enzyme (152).
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This knowledge of the ability of celecoxib to inhibit carbonic anhydrase activity is
important when examining the results of the blocking study of [18F]pyricoxib. As
carbonic anhydrase is responsible for glycoprotein efflux, its inhibition results in the
inability of the tracer to leave the cell. This could then produce a false-positive result of
tracer uptake, providing an explanation as to why the uptake of the [18F]pyricoxib could
not be reduced to zero. While celecoxib was the only compound to produce a significant
blocking effect, there is the possibility of unknown off-target effects of the other
compounds that could be responsible for the lack of a significant blocking effect.
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4.3

SIPS AND p53
When cells are exposed to radiation, there are a wide variety of responses they can

exhibit, including the commonly known death pathways apoptosis, autophagy, and
necrosis; as well as endopolyploidy and and stress-induced premature senescence (SIPS).
It is becoming increasingly clear that while the majority of these responses may result in
a seemingly positive growth delay, not all of these responses are ideal in order to produce
the best possible therapeutic outcome. For example, SIPS is detrimental as it not only
allows cells to survive, but to negatively affect surrounding cells through the secretion of
tumour- and growth-promoting factors (116; 28). p53 has an important role in the
response mediated by radiation-damaged cells, as it affects the route the critical cell takes
to cope with the damage including apoptosis and SIPS, and regulates DNA repair and cell
cycle checkpoints (57). While WT p53 normally resides in cells in low levels to limit the
effect it has, cells that are exposed to radiation have been found to alter p53, resulting in
its activation and accumulation (57). The p53 protein elicits its many effects through both
transcription-dependent and –independent targets (57).
One such protein targeted by p53 is p21, which is able to affect cell cycle
progression, apoptosis, and SIPS. Of particular importance to this study is the ability of
p21 to stimulate the SIPS program and its effect on apoptosis. p21 regulates genes
implicated in senescence and growth arrest (21). It is believed that p21 induces SIPS by
activating the G1/S checkpoint, which can be attributed to the ability of the protein to
inhibit cyclin/CDK complexes and proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), and
degrade retinoblastoma protein (pRB) (158; 117; 13).
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p21 is able to inhibit the release of cytochrome c from the mitochondria, inhibit
pro-apoptotic proteins including caspases (caspase 3, 8, 9, and 10), and can negatively
regulate pro-apoptotic genes and positively regulate genes responsible for anti-apoptotic
secreted factors, all of which result in the avoidance of apoptosis (166-168; 133).
It has been found that in cancer cells expressing wild-type p53, treatment with
chemotherapeutic agents that induce DNA damage results in cell cycle arrest, while in
mutant or non-expressing p53 cells, the same treatment resulted in apoptosis (136).
Furthermore, in a study examining isogenic cell line pairs differing in expression of p53
or p21, activation of senescence in the parental cells was found to correspond with
increased expression of p53 and p21, while cells lacking the proteins were unable to
induce senescence (137). This suggests that both proteins have a pivotal role in inducing
senescence (137). In this same study, HCA-7 cells, which express a dominant mutant
form of p53 in addition to WT p53, were found to mainly undergo apoptosis when
exposed to DNA-damaging chemotherapeutics; however, over time an increasing number
of senescent cells were observed (137). HCT-116 cells, on the other hand, which express
only WT p53, showed no significant levels of apoptosis but very high levels of
senescence indicated by β-galactosidase staining (137). The reasoning behind the
tendency of HCA-7 cells to initially undergo apoptosis and switch to senescence, while
HCT-116 cells only showed a tendency to undergo senescence is unclear. Perhaps it is
somehow related to the COX-2 pathway and a switch in cell crisis strategies when DNA
damage is induced, as our study hints at.
As our study did not find HCA-7 cells to exhibit a significant amount of apoptosis
after exposure to a combined treatment of coxibs and radiation, but to in fact demonstrate
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a radioprotective effect, an effect which was not evident in COX-2-negative cells, we
surmised this could be due to the coxibs, possibly through the inhibition of COX-2,
affecting p53 and/or p21, and causing the cells to switch from the apoptosis pathway to
senescence or autophagy. As mentioned in the previous section, some of the off-target
effects of celecoxib are to activate p53, and activate and increase expression of p21. It has
been found that the ability of celecoxib to activate p53 leads to senescence and autophagy
rather than apoptosis (66). However, celecoxib also results in activation of caspase 3,
which cleaves p21 (163). While intact p21 leads to growth arrest of cancer cells, cleavage
of p21 allows cells to undergo apoptosis (163). The ability of celecoxib to inadvertently
result in the cleavage of p21, leading to apoptosis, is the opposite effect found in the
study by Kang et al, and does not agree with our study in the component involving coxib
co-application with radiation. Perhaps in the presence of DNA damage caused by
radiation, the ability of celecoxib to indirectly cleave p21 is limited, and instead its effect
on p53 leading to senescence and autophagy moves to the forefront. Perhaps, like
celecoxib, pyricoxib is able to activate p53 and stimulate senescence and autophagy,
which would explain the seemingly radioprotective effect observed in the flow cytometry
experiments and no more than additive effects in the senescence study.
The form of p21 expressed in HCA-7 cells could be a possible alternative
explanation to this lack of radiosensitization. Both cell lines have been found to express
p21, but it is unknown whether HCA-7 cells express a mutant form of p21. If the form is
mutant, it may be resistant to cleavage by caspase-3. If not, this may be a matter of
cleaved versus intact p21 in relation to the COX-2 pathway and its interaction with
pathways induced by DNA damage caused by radiation. As celecoxib has many off-target
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effects related to this interplay between DNA damage, senescence, and apoptosis, it is
likely that pyricoxib has some similar effects. Future studies should examine this
complex issue, perhaps by starting with the effect of chemoradiation with coxibs on the
levels and functionality of p53 and p21 in cells in order to determine the reason and
possible mechanism behind the lack of radiosensitizing response.
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, our research found the novel compound pyricoxib to act at least in
part through the inhibition of COX-2, and to have a higher potency than celecoxib.
Further, pyricoxib was able to induce apoptosis through the inhibition of COX-2 in the
absence of radiation. We also found HCA-7 and HCT-116 cells to be highly
radioresistant. Our study revealed some important results that should be carefully
considered for future work regarding COX-2 inhibitors as radiosensitizing agents for
cancer therapy. Neither compound appeared to produce a significant radiosensitization
response based on apoptotic events at the conditions studied, but rather appeared to
produce a radioprotective effect in HCA-7 cells. Furthermore, both drugs produced
more large cells with less tumour-like populations when combined with irradiation
compared to either treatment alone in COX-2 positive cells. Finally, chemoradiation
with coxibs did not result in an increased number of senescent cells compared to either
therapy alone, which is in agreement with the MTT assay. Only pyricoxib in the COX2 positive cells produced an enhanced level of senescence, but it was not greater than
an additive effect.
Based on these results, we propose there to be a possible interaction between the
COX-2 pathway and the DNA repair pathway when chemoradiation with coxibs is
given to cells, leading to the switch from apoptosis to senescence or autophagy.
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6. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Future studies should take into consideration the biological model can have on
results, and proceed with a suitable model.. One possible future study that would be
interesting would be to use isogenic cell lines that differ in COX-2 and p53
expression. For example, through siRNAs or CRISPR technology, isogenic HCA-7
cells could be produced with COX-2 silenced in one line and p53 in another. This
could then also be applied to the HCT-116 cell line, to silence p53 in a line that does
not express COX-2. These isogenic lines could then be subject to the flow cytometry
and β-galactosidase staining experiments and compared back to the results from the
original cell lines to examine any possible interplay between COX-2, p53 status, and
cell fate after irradiation. Furthermore, future work should examine the possible
radioprotective effect observed in this study and possible mechanisms behind it,
including p53 and p21 expression levels and mutations, in order to shed more light on
this complex phenomenon
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APPENDICES
I. GIEMSA stained images
a. HCA-7 cells

GIEMSA stained HCA-7 cells treated with 30 µM celecoxib and 0 Gy.

GIEMSA stained HCA-7 cells treated with 75 µM celecoxib and 0 Gy.
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GIEMSA stained HCA-7 cells treated with DMSO and 0 Gy.

GIEMSA stained HCA-7 cells treated with 30 µM pyricoxib and 0 Gy.
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GIEMSA stained HCA-7 cells treated with 75 µM pyricoxib and 0 Gy.

GIEMSA stained HCA-7 cells treated with 30 µM celecoxib and 5 Gy.
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GIEMSA stained HCA-7 cells treated with 75 µM celecoxib and 5 Gy.

GIEMSA stained HCA-7 cells treated with DMSO and 5 Gy.

GIEMSA stained HCA-7 cells treated with 30 µM pyricoxib and 5 Gy.
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GIEMSA stained HCA-7 cells treated with 75 µM pyricoxib and 5 Gy.

GIEMSA stained HCA-7 cells treated with 30 µM celecoxib and 10 Gy.
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GIEMSA stained HCA-7 cells treated with 75 µM celecoxib and 10 Gy.

GIEMSA stained HCA-7 cells treated with DMSO and 10 Gy.
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GIEMSA stained HCA-7 cells treated with 30 µM pyricoxib and 10 Gy.

GIEMSA stained HCA-7 cells treated with 75 µM pyricoxib and 10 Gy.
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b. HCT-116 cells

GIEMSA stained HCT-116 cells treated with 30 µM celecoxib and 0 Gy.

GIEMSA stained HCT-116 cells treated with 75 µM celecoxib and 0 Gy.
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GIEMSA stained HCT-116 cells treated with DMSO and 0 Gy.

GIEMSA stained HCT-116 cells treated with 30 µM pyricoxib and 0 Gy.

GIEMSA stained HCT-116 cells treated with 75 µM pyricoxib and 0 Gy.
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GIEMSA stained HCT-116 cells treated with 30 µM celecoxib and 5 Gy.

GIEMSA stained HCT-116 cells treated with 75 µM celecoxib and 5 Gy.
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GIEMSA stained HCT-116 cells treated with DMSO and 5 Gy.

GIEMSA stained HCT-116 cells treated with 30 µM pyricoxib and 5 Gy.
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GIEMSA stained HCT-116 cells treated with 75 µM pyricoxib and 5 Gy.

GIEMSA stained HCT-116 cells treated with 30 µM celecoxib and 10 Gy.
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GIEMSA stained HCT-116 cells treated with 75 µM celecoxib and 10 Gy.

GIEMSA stained HCT-116 cells treated with DMSO and 10 Gy.
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GIEMSA stained HCT-116 cells treated with 30 µM pyricoxib and 10 Gy.

GIEMSA stained HCT-116 cells treated with 75 µM pyricoxib and 10 Gy.
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II. β-glacatosidase stained images
a. HCA-7 cells

β-glacatosidase stained HCA-7 cells treated with 30 µM celecoxib and 0 Gy.

β-glacatosidase stained HCA-7 cells treated with 75 µM celecoxib and 0 Gy.

β-glacatosidase stained HCA-7 cells treated with DMSO and 0 Gy.
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β-glacatosidase stained HCA-7 cells treated with 30 µM pyricoxib and 0 Gy.

β-glacatosidase stained HCA-7 cells treated with 75 µM pyricoxib and 0 Gy.

β-glacatosidase stained HCA-7 cells treated with 30 µM celecoxib and 5 Gy.
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β-glacatosidase stained HCA-7 cells treated with 75 µM celecoxib and 5 Gy.

β-glacatosidase stained HCA-7 cells treated with DMSO and 5 Gy.

β-glacatosidase stained HCA-7 cells treated with 30 µM pyricoxib and 5 Gy.
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β-glacatosidase stained HCA-7 cells treated with 75 µM pyricoxib and 5 Gy.

β-glacatosidase stained HCA-7 cells treated with 30 µM celecoxib and 10 Gy.

β-glacatosidase stained HCA-7 cells treated with 75 µM celecoxib and 10 Gy.
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β-glacatosidase stained HCA-7 cells treated with DMSO and 10 Gy.

β-glacatosidase stained HCA-7 cells treated with 30 µM pyricoxib and 10 Gy.
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β-glacatosidase stained HCA-7 cells treated with 75 µM pyricoxib and 10 Gy.
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b. HCT-116 cells

β-glacatosidase stained HCT-116 cells treated with 30 µM celecoxib and 0 Gy.

β-glacatosidase stained HCT-116 cells treated with 75 µM celecoxib and 0 Gy.

β-glacatosidase stained HCT-116 cells treated with DMSO and 0 Gy.
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β-glacatosidase stained HCT-116 cells treated with 30 µM pyricoxib and 0 Gy.

β-glacatosidase stained HCT-116 cells treated with 75 µM pyricoxib and 0 Gy.

β-glacatosidase stained HCT-116 cells treated with 30 µM celecoxib and 5 Gy.

β-glacatosidase stained HCT-116 cells treated with 75 µM celecoxib and 5 Gy.
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β-glacatosidase stained HCT-116 cells treated with DMSO and 5 Gy.

β-glacatosidase stained HCT-116 cells treated with 30 µM pyricoxib and 5 Gy.

β-glacatosidase stained HCT-116 cells treated with 75 µM pyricoxib and 5 Gy.
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β-glacatosidase stained HCT-116 cells treated with 30 µM celecoxib and 10 Gy.

β-glacatosidase stained HCT-116 cells treated with 75 µM celecoxib and 10 Gy.

β-glacatosidase stained HCT-116 cells treated with DMSO and 10 Gy.
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β-glacatosidase stained HCT-116 cells treated with 30 µM pyricoxib and 10 Gy.

β-glacatosidase stained HCT-116 cells treated with 75 µM pyricoxib and 10 Gy.
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